
TECH NEEDS:
Dustin’s tech needs are simple but VERY IMPORTANT. Please read carefully and reach out 
with any questions. Tech needs are as follows:

- There MUST be projection of some sort with the ability to play video from Dustin’s 
laptop that will be on stage with him. This means an HDMI cable that runs to the     
projection system should be on stage.

    

▪  Dustin will bring his own camera set up for live cameras during his performance. 
All cameras, video, and audio run straight through Dustin’s laptop. This is crucial for        
audience members to see important parts of the show. 

- 1/8th inch Audio jack on stage for Dustin’s laptop. Dustin runs his own music tracks 
from a remote hidden in his pocket. His laptop MUST BE ON STAGE. 
▪ Please understand this means his laptop must not be placed back by the         

soundboard or anywhere else. No stand is necessary for the laptop as it can          
just sit discreetly on the �oor of the stage, o� to the side. 

- Power strip on stage by the laptop.



- A wireless handheld mic for volunteers.

- A low pro�le headset mic that goes over BOTH ears. 



PROP NEEDS:

THESE 3 ITEMS SHOULD BE PURCHASED ON AMAZON. 
Please make sure you get these items in advance to ensure that they will be there in time 
for the performance. The main table may take up to a week to arrive. 
Do NOT �nd substitutes or items “similar” to the ones listed here. Props are to be these 
EXACT items. If you have any questions or any trouble, please let us know ASAP. 
     Below is a link to the amazon list. We have also listed the items individually for your 
convenience.

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/10EAEOP8VT3W0?ref_=wl_share 

- MAIN TABLE -  https://a.co/d/evO3mSG
▪ Wal-Mart link - https://tinyurl.com/drxxs5as

- SET OF 2 SMALL TABLES - https://a.co/d/bITpvIm

- 4 packs of UNO cards (2 packs of 2) - https://a.co/d/8LpMOuj



STAGE SETUP:


